
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

IN DEFENSE POOR 
ME

WHAT ARE 
THEY LIKE AT 
WORK?

- always surrounded by exquisite beauty in the work place, ordering from a 
catalog because doesn’t like crowded stores

-collapse emotionally, 
see themselves as 
victims rather than be 
proactive

- social worker moved to tears at the harming of animal or child

- secretary that can’t stand up to criticism and collapses when confronted 
with the slightest error

- tend to be quiet and nonintrusive

GIVE THEM 
WHAT THEY 
WANT!

 - Want to feel that you care about them individually

Whatever they buy will give them the ability to love and share more in their 
lives.

BUSINESS 
DELIVERABLE

LOVE THEM!

PERFECT 
CAREER OR 
BUSINESS

-healing or energy work, psychotherapy, teaching children or guidance 
counselor, working with elderly or in hospice, nonprofit work. Poet, writer, 
pastel artist, clothing designer, swim instructor- any kinked of one on one 
work

-generally not good at corporate because your purpose is intangible and 
don’t like putting a price on that

- do well in anything helping others through emotional issues

- give total attention

- hold the heart and compassion in any business

- gentle touch that helps people feel seen, heard and understood

- won’t like work that makes you pay close attention to details and rules 
rather than feelings

Motivation - Rarely about money but helping people through compassion and love.

- They give love. 

- Putting a value on what they do is difficult. If they ask for what they are 
worth they will feel like they are just a heartless business person.

Selling or 
Position

Help them create a more loving and connected world for themselves and 
others

Therapist, healer, teacher, raised kids and now need another family to 
nurture.



Spirituality, yoga, meditation, maybe hobbies

Inspire with gentle caring that cannot be fake

Highly sensitive

Buy from the heart. Do not like pressure

Decision making is hard because they feel so deeply and it takes over the 
decision making process

Gently keep them on task and remind then how much their loving presence 
does to support others

Pain to 
Resolve

Feeling of overwhelm

Feel less than or not good enough

Use thinker or RK defense to hide their pain and feelings

Pain resolves when they see the real and lasting value their love and 
compassion create in the minds and hearts of others.

Generally the business world does not value a sensitive loving person

Can buffer a competitive work environment, instill compassion and caring

Help the other profiles slow down and smell the roses

Words to Use We are looking for someone who totally thinks outside the box

If you buy this, you’ll solve…

Do this one thing, and you can share your brilliance with…

Light conversation

Allowing them to change the subject frequently bringing them back to topic 
by: Can you see how what you are talking about can integrate into this job?

Seeing them as creative geniuses, artist, writers, poets, or mathematical 
savants their anxiety will lessen.

lead through innovation

great tech people

heart of all innovation in science, technology, art and music

need CLs or KAs to support them in running a business to be successful

Coaching May not need to leave their job if they can bring their soft compassion 
person to the job they already have!

Branding on 
Purpose

Color - Pastels and soft red, orange, pink and green creates and 
atmosphere of soft holding

Theme - love, compassion, reverence, connection, feelings, nurturing, 
emotional healing, soul, anything that melts the heart and offers a more 
loving connection
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Imagery - images of the heart, healing hands, flowers, children, animals 
and pets, mother may, people embracing, angels, - anything that makes 
you slow down and feel

Feel - emotional, not thinking- sense of going inside to what is really 
important is customer’s life

Hire by Profile Thrive through connecting with people. Give the customer what they need, 
not interested in money.

Feeling people need to have a deep connection with others.

Attract customers who need to be taken step by step and not pushed but 
prefer a soft approach. Businesses that need a one on one talk, you’ll want 
a person who is emotionally fit to deal with them.

Manage, 
Motivate, 
Retain

Loving and Reverent. Hypersensitive and 
overwhelmed

Acknowledge the value of their feelings. Easily overwhelmed by 
conflict and stress, 
allowing the words or 
actions of others to 
deeply hurt them. Then 
they become helpless 
and incapacitated to 
the point of giving up

Never tell them to toughen up and get over their feelings or that they are 
being too emotional.

Let them know you see how compassionate they are and how much heart 
they put into everything they do.

Remind them that their sensitivity is their greatest strength, making them 
courageous not weak.
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